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Abstrat

An argumentation system an undergo hanges (addition or removal of arguments, ad-

dition or removal of interations), partiularly in multiagent systems. In this paper, we

are interested in the hange onerning abstrat bipolar argumentation systems, i.e. argu-

mentation systems using two kinds of interation: attaks and supports. We propose some

haraterizations of this hange that use and extend previous results de�ned in the ase of

Dung abstrat argumentation systems.
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1 Introdution

The main feature of argumentation is the ability to deal with inomplete and / or ontraditory

information, espeially for reasoning

[

Dung, 1995; Amgoud and Cayrol, 2002

℄

. Moreover, argu-

mentation an be used to formalize dialogues between several agents by modeling the exhange

of arguments in, e.g., negotiation between agents

[

Amgoud et al., 2000

℄

. An argumentation

system (AS for short) onsists of a olletion of arguments interating with eah other through

a relation re�eting on�its between them, alled attak. The issue of argumentation is then

to determine �aeptable� sets of arguments (i.e., sets able to defend themselves olletively

while avoiding internal attaks), alled �extensions�, and thus to reah a oherent onlusion.

Another form of analysis of an AS is the study of the partiular status of eah argument based

on its membership to the extensions. Formal frameworks have greatly eased the modeling and

study of AS. In partiular, the framework of

[

Dung, 1995

℄

allows for abstrating from the �on-

rete� meaning of the arguments and relies only on binary interations that may exist between

them. This approah enables the user to fous on other aspets of argumentation, inluding its

dynami side. Indeed, in the ourse of a disussion or due to the aquisition of new piees of

information, an AS an undergo hanges suh as the addition of a new argument or the removal

of an argument onsidered as illegal. This is partiularly important for dialogs in a multiagent

system sine it is unrealisti to onsider that the argumentation system re�eting the dialog

an be statially de�ned. Thus, it is interesting to study these hanges, to haraterize them

by giving properties desribing a hange operation and to provide onditions under whih these

properties hold. This has been done in several papers, espeially

[

Bisquert et al., 2013

℄

, for Dung

AS with only attaks.

In this paper, we are interested in the extension of this work to bipolar AS (BAS for short),

i.e. AS augmented with a seond kind of interation, the support relation. This relation repre-

sents a positive interation between arguments and has been �rst introdued by

[

Karaapilidis

and Papadias, 2001; Verheij, 2003

℄

. In

[

Cayrol and Lagasquie-Shiex, 2005

℄

, the support rela-

tion is left general so that the resulting bipolar framework keeps a high level of abstration.

However there is no single interpretation of the support, and a number of researhers proposed

speialized variants of the support relation: dedutive support

[

Boella et al., 2012

℄

, neessary sup-

port

[

Nouioua and Rish, 2010; Nouioua and Rish, 2011

℄

, evidential support

[

Oren and Norman,

2008; Oren et al., 2010

℄

. Eah speialization an be assoiated with an appropriate modelling

using appropriate omplex attaks. These proposals have been developed quite independently,

based on di�erent intuitions and with di�erent formalizations.

[

Cayrol and Lagasquie-Shiex,

2013

℄

presents a omparative study in order to restate these proposals in a ommon setting, the

bipolar argumentation framework. The idea is to keep the original arguments, to add omplex

attaks de�ned by the ombination of the original attaks and the supports, and to modify the

lassial notions of aeptability. An important ontribution of

[

Cayrol and Lagasquie-Shiex,

2013

℄

is to highlight a kind of duality between the dedutive and the neessary interpretations of

support, whih results in a duality in the modelling by omplex attaks. Handling support is a

growing onern:

[

Polberg and Oren, 2014

℄

gives a translation between neessary supports and

evidential supports;

[

Prakken, 2014

℄

proposes a justi�ation of the neessary support using the

notion of subarguments;

[

Nouioua, 2013

℄

studies an extension of the neessary support;

[

Gabbay,

2013

℄

gives a logial study of bipolar systems;

[

Cohen et al., 2014

℄

proposes a general framework

for taking into aount reursive attaks and supports. However, there is no work onerning

the study of the dynamis of a bipolar AS while it is an essential issue for modelling the ations

of the partiipants to a multiagent system:

Ex. 1 Journalists during an editorial board disuss about the publiation of an information I:
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Journalist J1 (Argument a): I is important, we must publish it;

Journalist J2 (Argument b): I is about a person X, it is forbidden to publish without the

agreement of the onerned person and X disagrees with the publiation;

Journalist J1 (Argument c): X is a publi person (she is the Prime Minister); in this ase,

her agreement is not mandatory;

Journalist J2 (Argument d): However, I have heard about X's resignation;

Journalist J3 (Argument e): I now understand why CNN has announed yesterday the post-

ponement of the Counil of Ministers;

Journalist J4 (Argument f): However, yesterday was April Fools' Day; so CNN news an-

nouned yesterday are not reliable.

This example illustrates a typial situation between agents that exhange arguments in order

to take a deision (here, publish or not publish information I). In this dialog, one an see

arguments (here, informal arguments orresponding to piees of dialog), attaks (for instane

Argument b attaks Argument a), supports (between Argument d and Argument e); and the

dynamis of argumentation is illustrated by the dynamis of the dialog: at eah step of the

dialog, the global argumentation system evolves (here, by the addition of an argument and an

interation).

In this paper, we de�ne the update of BAS and haraterize it in a speial ase: a BAS

redued to an AS that is hanged by the introdution of a new argument that interats with

another argument using supports. Suh an update is realized using a ombination of the works

of both domains (bipolar argumentation and dynamis of argumentation).

Some bakground is given in Setion 2 for AS and BAS, and in Setion 3 for hange op-

erations. Then Setion 4 proposes a hange operation onerning a BAS. Charaterizations of

this new hange operation are presented in Setion 5. Finally, Setion 6 onludes and suggests

perspetives of our work. The proofs of our results are given in Appendix A.

2 Abstrat bipolar argumentation system

The bipolar argumentation framework extends Dung's argumentation framework.

2.1 Abstrat argumentation system

Dung's abstrat framework onsists of a set of arguments and only one type of interation

between these arguments, these interations representing attaks.

Def. 1 (Dung AS) A Dung argumentation system (AS, for short) is a pair 〈A,R〉 where A is

a �nite and non-empty set of arguments and R is a binary relation over A (a subset of A×A),

alled the attak relation.

An argumentation system an be represented by a direted graph denoted by G, alled the

interation graph, in whih nodes represent arguments and edges are de�ned by the attak

relation: ∀a, b ∈ A, aRb is represented by a 6→ b.

Def. 2 (Admissibility) Given AS = 〈A,R〉 and S ⊆ A,

• S is on�it-free in AS if and only if (i� for short) there are no arguments a, b ∈ S, suh

that (s.t. for short) aRb.
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• a ∈ A is aeptable in AS with respet to (wrt for short) S i� ∀b ∈ A s.t. bRa, ∃c ∈ S s.t.

cRb. F denotes the harateristi funtion of AS de�ned by ∀S ⊆ A, F(S) = {x s.t. x is

aeptable in AS wrt S}.
• S is admissible in AS i� S is on�it-free and eah argument in S is aeptable in AS wrt S.

Standard semantis introdued by Dung (preferred, stable, grounded) enable to haraterize

admissible sets of arguments that satisfy a form of optimality (see

[

Baroni et al., 2011

℄

for a

survey of semantis in abstrat argumentation systems).

Def. 3 (Extensions) Given AS = 〈A,R〉 and S ⊆ A,

• S is a preferred extension of AS i� it is a maximal (wrt ⊆) admissible set in AS.

• S is a stable extension of AS i� it is on�it-free and for eah a 6∈ S, there is b ∈ S s.t. bRa.

• S is the grounded extension of AS i� it is the least �xpoint of F .

Ex. 2 Let AS be de�ned by A = {a, b, c, d, e} and R = {(a, b), (b, a), (b, c), (c, d), (d, e), (e, c)}
and represented by the following graph. There are two preferred extensions ({a} and {b, d}), one
stable extension ({b, d}) and the grounded extension = ∅.

a b c d

e

/ /

/

/

/

/

The status of an argument is determined by its membership to the extensions of the seleted

semantis: e.g., an argument is �skeptially aepted� (resp. �redulously�) if it belongs to all the

extensions (resp. at least to one extension) and �rejeted� if it does not belong to any extension.

Some interesting properties have been identi�ed:

Prop. 1

[

Dung, 1995

℄

1. There is at least one preferred extension, always a unique grounded extension, while there

may be zero, one or several stable extensions.

2. Eah admissible set is inluded in a preferred extension.

3. Eah stable extension is a preferred extension, the onverse is false.

4. The grounded extension is inluded in eah preferred extension.

5. Eah argument whih is not attaked belongs to the grounded extension (hene to eah pre-

ferred and to eah stable extension).

6. If R is �nite, then the grounded extension an be omputed by iteratively applying the funtion

F from the empty set.

7. If A is non empty, then a stable extension is always non empty.

Prop. 2

[

Dunne and Benh-Capon, 2001; Dunne and Benh-Capon, 2002

℄

1. If G ontains no yle, then 〈A,R〉 has a unique preferred extension, whih is also the

grounded extension and the unique stable extension.

2. If {} is the unique preferred extension of 〈A,R〉, then G ontains an odd-length yle.

3. If 〈A,R〉 has no stable extension, then G ontains an odd-length yle.

4. If G ontains no odd-length yle, then preferred and stable extensions oinide.

5. If G ontains no even-length yle, then 〈A,R〉 has a unique preferred extension.

2.2 Abstrat bipolar argumentation system

The abstrat bipolar argumentation framework presented in

[

Cayrol and Lagasquie-Shiex, 2010

℄

extends Dung's framework in order to take into aount both negative interations expressed by

the attak relation and positive interations expressed by a support relation (see

[

Amgoud et

al., 2008

℄

for a more general survey about bipolarity in argumentation).
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Def. 4 (BAS) A bipolar argumentation system (BAS, for short) is a tuple 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉
where A is a �nite and non-empty set of arguments, R

att

is a binary relation over A alled

the attak relation and R
sup

is a binary relation over A alled the support relation.

A BAS an still be represented by a direted graph Gb alled the bipolar interation graph,

with two kinds of edges. Let a and b ∈ A, aR
att

b (resp. aR
sup

b) means that a attaks b (resp.

a supports b) and it is represented by a 6→ b (resp. by a → b).

Among the di�erent variants de�ned for interpreting a support between arguments,

[

Boella

et al., 2012

℄

proposed the notion of dedutive support. This notion is intended to enfore the

following onstraint: If bR
sup

c then the aeptane of b implies the aeptane of c, and as

a onsequene the non-aeptane of c implies the non-aeptane of b. The support used in

Example 1 an be onsidered as a dedutive one (If X has resigned then the Counil of Ministers

must be postponed):

Ex.1 (ont'd)The bipolar argumentation system orresponding to the editorial board an be

represented by:

f e d c b a////

Then, in order to ompute semantis of a BAS, one of the main proposals is to translate

the BAS into an AS expressing the new attaks due to the presene of supports (this kind

of ��attening� is studied for instane in

[

Gabbay, 2013

℄

). In the ase of dedutive support,

two kinds of attak an be added. The �rst one, alled mediated attak, orresponds to the

ase when bR
sup

c and aR
att

c: the aeptane of a implies the non-aeptane of c and so the

non-aeptane of b:

Def. 5 (Mediated attak)

[

Boella et al., 2012

℄

Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉. There is a medi-

ated attak from a to b i� there is a sequene a1Rsup

. . .R
sup

an−1, and anRatt

an−1, n ≥ 3, with

a1 = b, an = a. M
R
sup

R
att

denotes the set of mediated attaks generated by R
sup

on R
att

.

Moreover, the dedutive interpretation of support justi�es the introdution of another attak

(alled supported attak in

[

Cayrol and Lagasquie-Shiex, 2010

℄

): if aR
sup

c and cR
att

b, the

aeptane of a implies the aeptane of c and the aeptane of c implies the non-aeptane

of b; so, the aeptane of a implies the non-aeptane of b.

Def. 6 (Supported attak)

[

Cayrol and Lagasquie-Shiex, 2010

℄

Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉.
There is a supported attak from a to b i� there is a sequene a1Rsup

. . .R
sup

an−1Ratt

an, n ≥ 3,

with a1 = a, an = b. S
R
sup

R
att

denotes the set of supported attaks generated by R
sup

on R
att

.

So, the dedutive interpretation of support produes new kinds of attak, from a to b, in the

following ases:

Supported attaks: Mediated attaks:

a . . . c b/

b . . . c

a
/

By iterating the onstrution, d-attaks an be de�ned:

Def. 7 (d-attaks)

[

Cayrol and Lagasquie-Shiex, 2013

℄

Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 with R
sup

being a set of dedutive supports. There exists a d-attak from a to b i�

• either aR
att

b, or aS
R
sup

R
att

b, or aM
R
sup

R
att

b (Basi ase),

• or there exists an argument c s.t. there is a sequene of supports from a to c and c d-attaks

b (Case 1),

4



• or there exists an argument c s.t. a d-attaks c and there is a sequene of supports from b

to c (Case 2).

D
R
sup

R
att

denoted the set of d-attaks generated by R
sup

on R
att

. 〈A,D
R
sup

R
att

〉 is alled the de-

dutive assoiated Dung AS of BAS and denoted by AS

BAS

.

Ex.1 (ont'd) The dedutive assoiated Dung AS an be represented by (a mediated attak

appears from f to d):

f e d c b a////

/

Then, in this system, using for instane the preferred semantis, one an onlude to the

aeptability of a (so the information I will be published).

Note that if R
sup

is redued to a singleton (a, b), Case 1 and Case 2 of De�nition 7 do not

apply. In this ase, the attak (a, c) is added in AS

BAS

i� (b, c) ∈ R
att

(this is a supported

attak) and the attak (c, a) is added in AS

BAS

i� (c, b) ∈ R
att

(this is a mediated attak).

Turning BAS into AS

BAS

enables to onsider the semantis de�ned by Dung. Moreover, the

�rst step leading to add new attaks, it falls within works about dynamis of AS.

3 Dynamis in argumentation systems

When studying argumentation dynamis, an important issue is to save omputation, that is

to reuse as far as possible previous omputations arried out in the original argumentation

system. This issue has been extensively disussed in

[

Bisquert et al., 2013

℄

with the following

methodology: A typology of hange operations has been proposed and the impat of eah hange

operation on the omputation of the extensions has been studied. So, the work of

[

Bisquert et

al., 2013

℄

is partiularly suitable for our purpose and easily adaptable.

1

In this paper, following

Example 1, we use the hange operations orresponding to either the addition of an argument

and the interations (only attaks) involving it, or the addition of some interations:

Def. 8 (Addition in an AS) Let AS = 〈A,R〉. Two hange operations are onsidered:

1. Let z be an argument and Iz be a set of interations s.t. Iz ⊆ (A×{z})∪ ({z}×A). Adding
z and Iz is a hange operation, denoted by ⊕z

Iz
, providing a new system s.t.: ⊕z

Iz
〈A,R〉 =

〈A ∪ {z},R ∪ Iz〉.
2. Let I be a set of interations s.t. I ⊆ (A × A) and I ∩ R = ∅. Adding I is a hange

operation, denoted by ⊕I, providing a new system s.t.: ⊕I〈A,R〉 = 〈A,R ∪ I〉.
The system resulting of a hange, denoted by AS

′ = 〈A′,R′〉, will be represented by the graph G′
.

In eah ase, given a semantis, the set of extensions of AS (resp. AS

′
) is denoted by E

(resp. E
′
), with E1, . . . , En (resp. E ′

1, . . . , E
′
n) standing for the extensions. We onsider the same

semantis before and after the hange.

The impat of a hange operation has been studied in

[

Bisquert et al., 2013

℄

through the

notion of hange property that an be seen as a set of pairs (G,G′), where G and G′
are argu-

mentation graphs. Here we just reall some of these properties.

1

Other works ould be onsidered for addressing the issue of inremental omputation in a dynami ontext.

[

Baroni et al., 2014

℄

for instane presents a more general approah dealing with modularity in abstrat argu-

mentation, based on the partition of an argumentation framework in interating subframeworks. However, the

appliation to our purpose is not straightforward and requires further investigation.
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Properties about the set of extensions Change properties express strutural modi�ations

of an AS that are aused by a hange operation. For that purpose, a partition based on three

possible ases of evolution of the set of extensions, has been de�ned in

[

Bisquert et al., 2013

℄

:

• the extensive ase, in whih the number of extensions inreases,

• the restritive ase, in whih the number of extensions dereases,

• the onstant ase, in whih the number of extensions remains the same.

For eah ase, numerous sub-ases are proposed and denoted by a letter (e for the extensive

ase, r for the restritive ase and c for the onstant ase) subsripted by the expression γ − γ′,

where γ (resp. γ′) desribes the set of extensions before (resp. after) the hange. Thus γ and

γ′ an be:

• ∅: the set of extensions is empty,

• 1e: the set of extensions is redued to one empty extension,

• 1ne: the set of extensions is redued to one non-empty extension,

• k (resp. j): the set of extensions ontains k (resp. j) extensions s.t. 1 < k (resp. 1 < j < k:

note that the symbol j is used only if the symbol k belongs also to the expression γ − γ′).

For instane, the notation e∅−1ne means that the hange inreases the number of extensions

(so it is an extensive ase), with no initial extension (∅) and one non-empty �nal extension

(1ne).
Nevertheless, some speial sub-ases of the onstant ase are denoted by another method

sine they are based on notions distint from the emptiness or the number of the extensions; for

these sub-ases, the subsript is replaed by a quali�er. For instane, the -onservative ase

desribes the ase where the extensions remain unhanged after the hange.

Here is the formal de�nition of these hanges. First, we study the ase in whih a hange

inreases (resp. dereases) the number of extensions, alled extensive (resp. restritive) hange.

Def. 9 (Extensive and Restritive hanges) The hange from G to G′
is extensive (resp.

restritive) i� |E| < |E′| (resp. |E| > |E′|).2

The sub-ases of extensive hanges from G to G′
are:

1. e∅−1ne i� |E| = 0 and |E′| = 1, with E ′ 6= ∅.

2. e∅−k i� |E| < |E′|, |E| = 0 and |E′| > 1.
3. e1e−k i� |E| < |E′| and |E| = 1, with E = ∅.

4. e1ne−k i� |E| < |E′| and |E| = 1, with E 6= ∅.

5. ej−k i� 1 < |E| < |E′|.
The sub-ases of restritive hanges from G to G′

are:

1. r1ne−∅ i� |E| = 1, with E 6= ∅, and |E′| = 0.
2. rk−∅ i� |E| > |E′|, |E| > 1 and |E′| = 0.
3. rk−1e i� |E| > |E′| and |E′| = 1, with E ′ = ∅.

4. rk−1ne i� |E| > |E′| and |E′| = 1, with E ′ 6= ∅.

5. rk−j i� 1 < |E′| < |E|.

The onstant hange orresponds to the ase where the number of extensions remains un-

hanged while inlusion relations may exist between extensions of G and extensions of G′
.

Def. 10 (Constant hange) The hange from G to G′
is onstant i� |E| = |E′|. The sub-ases

of onstant hanges from G to G′
are:

1. -onservative i� E = E
′
.

2. c1e−1ne i� E = {{}} and E
′ = {E ′}, with E ′ 6= ∅.

3. c1ne−1e i� E = {E}, with E 6= ∅ and E
′ = {{}}.

2

Let S be a set, |S| denotes the ardinality of S.
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4. -expansive i� E 6= ∅ and |E| = |E′| and ∀Ei ∈ E,∃E ′
j ∈ E

′,∅ 6= Ei ⊂ E ′
j and ∀E ′

j ∈
E

′,∃Ei ∈ E,∅ 6= Ei ⊂ E ′
j.

5. -narrowing i� E 6= ∅ and |E| = |E′| and ∀Ei ∈ E,∃E ′
j ∈ E

′,∅ 6= E ′
j ⊂ Ei and ∀E ′

j ∈
E

′,∃Ei ∈ E,∅ 6= E ′
j ⊂ Ei.

6. -altering i� |E| = |E′| and it is neither -onservative, nor c1e−1ne, nor c1ne−1e, nor

-expansive, nor -narrowing.

Def.10.1, 10.2, 10.3 and 10.6 are fairly straightforward. Def.10.4 states that a -expansive

hange is a hange where all the extensions of G, whih are initially not empty, are inreased

by some arguments. A -narrowing hange, aording to Def.10.5, is a hange where all the

extensions of G are redued by some arguments without beoming empty.

Ex.1 (ont'd) In this example, all the agents always propose onstant hanges, sine they want

to take a deision without ambiguity.

Properties about the aeptability of a set of arguments A hange an also have an

impat on the aeptability of sets of arguments. For instane, in a dialog, it would be interesting

to know whether the addition (or the removal) of an argument modi�es the aeptability of the

arguments previously aepted. We say �monotony from G to G′
� when every argument aepted

before the hange is still aepted after the hange, i.e., no aepted argument is lost and there

is a (not neessarily strit) expansion of aeptability.

3

Def. 11 (Simple expansive monotony) The hange from G to G′
satis�es the property of

simple expansive monotony i� ∀Ei ∈ E,∃E ′
j ∈ E

′, Ei ⊆ E ′
j.

Note that

[

Bisquert et al., 2013

℄

desribes many other properties suh as, for instane, a

property of �enforement� that would be interesting for J1 in Example 1 in order to obtain the

aeptability of Argument a.

4 De�nition of a hange operation taking into aount support

First of all, it should be noted that turning BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 into its dedutive assoiated

Dung system AS

BAS

orresponds to the update of a spei� system, AS = 〈A,R
att

〉, the redution
of BAS to its diret attaks (see Figure 1). The next step is to allow for updating a BAS. So

Def.8 is generalized:

BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 AS = 〈A,R
att

〉

AS

BAS = 〈A,D
R
sup

R
att

〉

redution of BAS

to its diret attaks

translation

(Def. 7)

hange by addition of

attaks (Def. 8.2)

Figure 1: The translation of BAS into AS

BAS

is an update

Def. 12 (Addition in a BAS) Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉. Two hange operations are on-

sidered:

3

A seond ase, referred as �monotony from G′
to G�, has been desribed in

[

Bisquert et al., 2013

℄

. It is not

used in this paper.
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1. Let z be an argument, Iaz be a set of attaks onerning z and Isz be a set of supports

onerning z (Isz ∪ Iaz is denoted by Iz). We assume that Iz ⊆ (A× {z}) ∪ ({z} ×A).
Adding z and Iz is a hange operation, denoted by ⊕z

(Ia,Is), providing a new bipolar system

s.t.: ⊕z
(Ia,Is)〈A,R

att

,R
sup

〉 = 〈A ∪ {z},R
att

∪ Iaz,Rsup

∪ Isz〉.

2. Let Ia be a set of attaks and Is be a set of supports (Is∪ Ia is denoted by I). We assume

that I ⊆ (A×A) and I ∩ (R
att

∪R
sup

) = ∅.

Adding I is a hange operation, denoted by ⊕(Ia,Is), providing a new bipolar system s.t.:

⊕(Ia,Is)〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 = 〈A,R
att

∪ Ia,R
sup

∪ Is〉.
The system resulting of a hange is denoted by BAS

′ = 〈A′,R
att

′,R
sup

′〉 and its dedutive asso-

iated Dung AS is denoted by AS

BAS

′
.

Due to lak of plae, in this paper, we only study the ase orresponding to Def-

inition 12.1. As we onsider dedutive support and from De�nitions 12 and 7, the following

onsequene obviously holds:

Conseq. 1 Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉. Let ⊕z
(Ia,Is) be a hange operation on BAS produing

BAS

′
. AS

BAS

′
= 〈A ∪ {z},D

R
sup

∪Isz
R
att

∪Iaz
〉.

Due to the above result, it seems natural to study the update of BAS by omparing AS

BAS

and AS

BAS

′
. However, it is not always possible to identify a unique hange on AS

BAS

, as de�ned

in De�nition 8, that produes AS

BAS

′
. Indeed, the addition of an argument with interations in

BAS an indue the addition in D
R
sup

R
att

of new attaks between arguments of A as shown by the

following example:

Ex. 3 Let BAS = 〈{a, b},∅,∅〉, let us apply on BAS the hange ⊕z
(Ia,Is) with Iaz = {(a, z)}

and Isz = {(b, z)}; in this ase, following Def. 12.1 and 7, AS

BAS

′
ontains the new attak (a, b)

that does not onern z.

Another example shows that this problem also exists even if Iaz = ∅:

Ex. 4 Consider BAS = 〈{a, b, c}, {(c, a)},∅〉, and apply on BAS the hange ⊕z
(Ia,Is) with Iaz =

∅ and Isz = {(b, z), (z, c)}; in this ase, following Def. 12.1 and 7, AS

BAS

′
ontains the new

attak (b, a) that does not onern z.

So, if we add an argument z with at least one support in BAS, the hange of AS

BAS

into

AS

BAS

′
annot always be expressed using either Def. 8.1 (sine attaks are added that do not

onern z), or Def. 8.2 (sine the argument z is added). The links between the di�erent systems

are illustrated by Figure 2.

The di�ulties pointed by Examples 3 and 4 suggest to onsider two partiular ases. The

�rst one onerns a BAS with only one support from z to a, z being unattaked. In this ase,

De�nition 7 obviously implies that z has in AS

BAS

exatly the same role as a in AS:

Prop. 3 Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 with R
sup

= {(z, a)} and z is not attaked in BAS. The

following properties hold:

• if a is unattaked in BAS then z is unattaked in AS

BAS

(no diret attak, no diret or

indutive supported or mediated attak on z);

• if a is attaked by b in BAS then z is attaked by b in ASBAS (this is a mediated attak on z);

• if a attaks b in BAS then z attaks b in AS

BAS

(this is a supported attak).

• if a is defended by c against b in BAS then z is defended by c against b in ASBAS (the defene

of a diret attak on a an be used for the defene of the mediated attak on z).
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BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉
BAS

′ = 〈A ∪ {z},
R

att

∪ Iaz,Rsup

∪
Isz〉

AS = 〈A,R
att

〉

AS

BAS = 〈A,D
R
sup

R
att

〉 AS

BAS

′
= 〈A ∪ {z},D

R
sup

∪Isz
R
att

∪Iaz
〉

hange of BAS

(Def. 12.1)

redution of BAS

hange by addition of

attaks (Def. 8.2)

translation

(Def. 7)

translation

(Def. 7)

hange not

aptured by Def. 8

hange not aptured

by Def. 8.

Figure 2: Links between the di�erent systems

BAS redued to an AS BAS

′

AS

BAS

′

addition of one argument

with one support (Def. 12.1)

translation

(Def. 7)

addition of one argument

with attaks (hange

aptured by Def. 8.1)

Figure 3: Links between systems if there is no support in BAS

• if c is defended by b against a in BAS then c is defended by b against z in AS

BAS

(a mediated

attak an be used as a defene against a supported attak).

A seond partiular ase onerns a BAS with only one support on an unattaked argument.

In this ase, De�nition 7 obviously implies that the set of attaks remains unhanged:

Prop. 4 Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 with R
sup

= {(a, z)} and z unattaked by BAS. Then

D
R
sup

R
att

= R
att

.

Moreover, in these partiular ases, following De�nition 12.1, Propositions 3 and 4, the

addition of one argument involved in only one support in BAS annot add attaks between

arguments of A and preserves aeptability:

Prop. 5 Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 s.t. R
sup

= ∅.
4

Let ⊕z
(Ia,Is) be a hange operation de�ned

on BAS with Iaz = ∅, |Isz| = 1 and produing BAS

′
.

• ∀x, y ∈ A, s.t. y does not attak x in BAS then there is no attak from y to x in AS

BAS

′
.

• ∀y ∈ A, if y is unattaked in BAS then it remains unattaked in AS

BAS

′
.

• Consider F (resp. F ′
) the harateristi funtion of AS (resp. AS

BAS

′
). ∀S ⊆ A, F(S) ⊆

F ′(S).

Thus, onsidering a BAS redued to an AS (i.e. without any support), if we add only one

argument with one support, the links between the di�erent systems are given by Figure 3.

So we are able to haraterize the addition of a support by an addition of attaks. In the

next setion, we study this simpli�ed hange operation.

5 Charaterizing the addition of an argument and a support

In Setion 5.1 (resp. Setion 5.2), we give some results about the haraterization of the addition

of a supported (resp. supporting) argument in a BAS.

4

In this ase, BAS is redued to an AS. So BAS, its redution AS and AS

BAS

ollapse.
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BAS (redued to an AS) Extensions

updated with z and AS

BAS

′
before hange after hange

the support (a, z)

c b a

z

/ / c b a

z

/ /

{a, c} is the

grounded, pre-

ferred and

stable extension

{a, c, z} is the

grounded, pre-

ferred and sta-

ble extension

The hange is -expansive

c a

z

/

/

c a

z

/

/

∅ is the

grounded ex-

tension; {a}
and {c} are

the preferred

and stable

extensions

{z} is the

grounded ex-

tension; {a, z}
and {c, z} are

the preferred

and stable

extensions

The hange is -expansive(preferred,

stable) or c1e−1ne(grounded)

b c

a z

/

/

/

b c

a z

/

/

/

∅ is the

grounded and

preferred ex-

tensions; there

is no stable

extension

{z} is the

grounded and

preferred ex-

tensions; there

is no stable

extension

The hange is -expansive(preferred),

or c1e−1ne(grounded),

or -onservative(stable)

Table 1: Addition of a supported argument in an AS

5.1 Case of an added supported argument

In this ase, as a diret appliation of Proposition 4, we prove that the update of a BAS without

supports has a dedutive assoiated Dung AS that orresponds to the addition of an argument

without interation into the initial BAS.

Prop. 6 Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 s.t. R
sup

= ∅. Let ⊕z
(Ia,Is) be a hange operation de�ned

on BAS with Iaz = ∅ and Isz = {(a, z)} and produing BAS

′
. AS

BAS

′
= ⊕z

∅
〈A,R

att

〉.

Due to Proposition 6, De�nitions 8.1 and 12.1, we have:

Prop. 7 Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 s.t. R
sup

= ∅. Let ⊕z
(Ia,Is) be a hange operation de�ned

on BAS with Iaz = ∅ and Isz = {(a, z)} and produing BAS

′
.

• Let s be a semantis belonging to {grounded, preferred, stable}. E is an extension of AS under

s i� E ′ = E ∪ {z} is an extension of AS

BAS

′
under s.

• There is no stable extension in AS i� there is no stable extension in AS

BAS

′
.

And an obvious onsequene of Proposition 7 is:

Conseq. 2 The hange ⊕z
(∅,{(a,z)}) is only either -expansive, or c1e−1ne, or -onservative. In

the last ase, the only possibility is E = E
′ = ∅.

Some examples of this hange are given in Table 1.

5.2 Case of an added supporting argument

In this ase, the existene of yles is preserved as shown by:

10



Prop. 8 Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 s.t. R
sup

= ∅. Let ⊕z
(Ia,Is) be a hange operation de�ned

on BAS with Iaz = ∅ and Isz = {(z, a)} and produing BAS

′
.

• If a belongs to a yle of attaks in BAS then z belongs to a new yle of attaks in AS

BAS

′

and the length of both yles is the same.

• If a does not belong to a yle of attaks in BAS then there is no yle of attaks in AS

BAS

′

involving z.

This result is proven using De�nitions 5 to 7 and by redutio ad absurdum for the seond

item.

Following De�nition 7 and Proposition 3, we an haraterize the impat of this hange for

stable semantis:

Prop. 9 Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 s.t. R
sup

= ∅. Let ⊕z
(Ia,Is) be a hange operation de�ned

on BAS with Iaz = ∅ and Isz = {(z, a)} and produing BAS

′
. Let E be a stable extension of

AS:

• if a 6∈ E then E is a stable extension of AS

BAS

′
;

• if a ∈ E then E ∪ {z} is a stable extension of AS

BAS

′
.

And more generally, the simple expansive monotony of the hange operation an be proven:

Prop. 10 Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 s.t. R
sup

= ∅. Let s be a semantis belonging to

{grounded, preferred, stable}. Let ⊕z
(Ia,Is) be a hange operation de�ned on BAS with Iaz = ∅

and Isz = {(z, a)} and produing BAS

′
.

∀E extension of AS under s, ∃E ′
an extension of AS

BAS

′
under s s.t. E ⊆ E ′

.

This result is proven using De�nition 3, Propositions 3 and 5, by indution on the har-

ateristi funtion for the grounded semantis, showing that E is admissible in AS

BAS

′
for the

preferred semantis and following Proposition 9 for the stable semantis.

An obvious onsequene of the two previous results is:

Conseq. 3 The hange ⊕z
(∅,{(z,a)}) annot be restritive, nor -narrowing, nor -altering, nor

c1ne−1e.

Some examples of this hange are given in Table 2.

6 Conlusion and future works

This paper presents preliminary work about hange for abstrat bipolar argumentation systems,

i.e. where there exist two kinds of interation, attaks and supports. The entral idea is to

take advantage of two kinds of previous works, works about dynamis in argumentation systems

(AS) and works about bipolar argumentation systems (BAS). Indeed, it has been shown that

a BAS an be turned into a standard Dung's AS by adding appropriate attaks. Our main

ontribution is to show how the addition of one argument together with one support involving

it (and without any attak) impats the extensions of the resulting system. In this partiular

ase, we have learly identi�ed the attaks that must be added and we have obtained spei�

properties whih enable to haraterize this hange. These haraterizations re�ne and omplete

the results presented in

[

Bisquert et al., 2013

℄

that annot be used diretly for haraterizing the

impat of these new attaks (the onditions used in

[

Bisquert et al., 2013

℄

are too strong with

regard to our ase and thus they annot be satis�ed here). Our work is of partiular interest in

a multiagent ontext if we do not want to reompute the extensions when a agent gives a new

argument that supports (or is supported by) an already existing argument.
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BAS (redued to an AS) Extensions

updated with z and AS

BAS

′
before hange after hange

the support (z, a)

z a z a

{a} is the

grounded, pre-

ferred and

stable extension

{a, z} is the

grounded, pre-

ferred and

stable extension

The hange is -expansive

z a

/

z a

/

/

/

∅ is the

grounded and

preferred exten-

sion; there is no

stable extension

{z} is the

grounded, pre-

ferred and

stable extension

The hange is c1e−1ne (grounded,

preferred) or e∅−1ne (stable)

z a

b

/

z a

b

/

/

{b} is the

grounded, pre-

ferred and

stable extension

{b} is the

grounded, pre-

ferred and

stable extension

The hange is -onservative

z a

b c

d

/

/

/

/

/

/

z a

b c

d

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

∅ is the

grounded and

preferred exten-

sion; there is no

stable extension

∅ is the

grounded ex-

tension; {z, c}
and {z, d} are

the preferred

and stable

extensions

The hange is -onservative (grounded)

or e1e−k (preferred), or e∅−k (stable)

z a b

/

/

/

z a b

/

/

/
/

/

/

/

∅ is the

grounded exten-

sion; {b} is the

preferred and

stable extension

∅ is the

grounded ex-

tension; {b}
and {z} are

the preferred

and stable

extensions

The hange is -onservative (grounded)

or e1ne−k (preferred, stable)

z a b

c

/

/

/

/

/

//

z a b

c

/

/

/
/

/

/

/

//

/

/

/

/

∅ is the

grounded ex-

tension; {b}
and {c} are

the preferred

and stable

extensions

∅ is the

grounded ex-

tension; {b},
{c} and {z} are

the preferred

and stable

extensions

The hange is -onservative (grounded)

or ej−k (preferred, stable)

Table 2: Addition of a supporting argument in an AS
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Although our results are given for very simple ases (addition of one argument and one sup-

port), we think that they an be generalized onsidering that the addition of a set of arguments

with interations an be viewed as a sequene of �simple� additions. Nevertheless, in order to

ahieve this generalization, there are two issues to be solved: (1) haraterize the addition of an

argument with attaks (as was done for AS; results given in

[

Bisquert et al., 2013

℄

will be useful)

and (2) study the addition of interations (this operation has been de�ned in

[

Bisquert et al.,

2013

℄

for AS and in our paper for BAS but not ompletely studied). This last study ould also

give a way for omputing diretly the AS

BAS

of a BAS. It will be the subjet of future works.

Moreover, our work onerns only a speial variant of support, the dedutive one. Using

the duality between neessary and dedutive supports, our results an be easily translated for

neessary support. However, it remains to adapt them to the ase of a generalized support (a

support from a set of arguments to an argument as proposed by

[

Nouioua, 2013

℄

).
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A Proofs

Conseq.1: Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉. Let ⊕z
(Ia,Is) be a hange operation on BAS pro-

duing BAS

′
. AS

BAS

′
= 〈A ∪ {z},D

R
sup

∪Isz
R
att

∪Iaz

〉. ✷
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Proof of Conseq.1: By De�nition 12.1, BAS

′ = 〈A ∪ {z},R
att

∪ Iaz,Rsup

∪ Isz〉. Then, following

De�nition 7, AS

BAS

′
= 〈A ∪ {z},D

R
sup

∪Isz
R
att

∪Iaz

〉. ✷

Prop.5: Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 s.t. R
sup

= ∅. Let ⊕z
(Ia,Is) be a hange operation

de�ned on BAS with Iaz = ∅, |Isz | = 1 and produing BAS

′
.

• For all x, y ∈ A, s.t. y does not attak x in BAS then there is no attak from y to x in

AS

BAS

′
.

• For all y ∈ A, if y is unattaked in BAS then it remains unattaked in AS

BAS

′
.

• Consider F (resp. F ′
) the harateristi funtion of AS (resp. AS

BAS

′
). ∀S ⊆ A,

F(S) ⊆ F ′(S).

✷

Proof of Prop.5:

• The �rst item is proven using De�nition 5 to De�nition 7: we know that all the attaks in D
R
sup

∪Isz
R
att

∪Iaz

are produed using R
att

and R
sup

∪ Isz (either diretly, or indutively by building the supported or

mediated attaks); and we assume that R
sup

= ∅ and Isz is redued to one support (either (z, a) or
(a, z)), so the only support onerns z that is not in A; so, following De�nition 12.1, Proposition 3 and

Proposition 4, the set of attaks between arguments of A remain unhanged in AS

BAS

′
.

• The seond item is trivially dedued from the �rst one.

• For the third item, onsider F (resp. F ′
) the harateristi funtion of AS (resp. AS

BAS

′
). Let

x ∈ F(S) s.t. x is attaked in AS

BAS

′
. Either x is attaked in AS

BAS

′
by only arguments of A and

then following the previous items, x is defended by S in AS

BAS

′
; or x is also attaked in AS

BAS

′
by

z and then x was also attaked by a in AS (following De�nition 7) and defended by S in AS and in

AS

BAS

′
(following Proposition 3).

✷

Prop.6: Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 s.t. R
sup

= ∅. Let ⊕z
(Ia,Is) be a hange operation de-

�ned on BAS with Iaz = ∅ and Isz = {(a, z)} and produing BAS′. ASBAS
′
= ⊕z

∅
〈A,R

att

〉.
✷

Proof of Prop.6: By De�nition 12.1, BAS

′ = 〈A ∪ {z},R
att

, {(a, z)}〉. In this ase, following Proposi-

tion 4, the set of d-attaks exatly orresponds to R
att

. Then AS

BAS

′
= 〈A ∪ {z},R

att

〉 and trivally

orresponds to ⊕z
∅
〈A,R

att

〉 (see De�nition 8.1). ✷

Prop.7: Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 s.t. R
sup

= ∅. Let ⊕z
(Ia,Is) be a hange operation

de�ned on BAS with Iaz = ∅ and Isz = {(a, z)} and produing BAS

′
.

• Let s be a semantis belonging to {grounded, preferred, stable}. E is an extension of AS

under s i� E ′ = E ∪ {z} is an extension of AS

BAS

′
under s.

• There is no stable extension in AS i� there is no stable extension in AS

BAS

′
.

✷

Proof of Prop.7:
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• Following Proposition 6, AS

BAS

′
= ⊕z

∅
〈A,R

att

〉. So, following De�nition 8.1, AS

BAS

′
= 〈A ∪

{z},R
att

〉. Sine z is involved in no attak, z must be added to any (grounded, preferred, stable)

extension of BAS = AS and no other argument is a�eted.

• It follows diretly from the previous item by ontraposition. Note that this point makes sense only

for stable semantis. Note also that A is not empty sine there exists at least the argument a ∈ A

that supports z.

✷

Prop.8: Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 s.t. R
sup

= ∅. Let ⊕z
(Ia,Is) be a hange operation

de�ned on BAS with Iaz = ∅ and Isz = {(z, a)} and produing BAS

′
.

• If a belongs to a yle of attaks in BAS then z belongs to a new yle of attaks in

AS

BAS

′
and the length of both yles is the same.

• If a does not belong to a yle of attaks in BAS then there is no yle of attaks in

AS

BAS

′
involving z.

✷

Proof of Prop.8: Consider z 6∈ A and a ∈ A s.t. z supports a. Let ASBAS
′
be the dedutive assoiated

Dung AS of BAS

′

• If a belongs to a yle of attaks in BAS then ∃n ≥ 1 s.t. a = a1Ratt

a2Ratt

. . .R
att

anRatt

a1 = a; so

onsidering De�nition 5 and De�nition 6, there exist a supported attak (z, a2) and a mediated attak

(an, z) in AS
BAS

′
; moreover sine attaks in BAS are also attaks in BAS

′
and remain in AS

BAS

′
(see

De�nition 7), z belongs to the yle of attaks (z, a2, . . . , an, z) in AS
BAS

′
; moreover the length of this

yle in AS

BAS

′
is equals to the length of the yle ontaining a in BAS.

• Proof by redutio ad absurdum: if z belongs to a yle of attaks (z, a1, . . . , an, z) in AS

BAS

′
, then

onsidering than z 6∈ A and the fat that D
R
sup

∪Isz
R
att

∪Iaz

is built with R
sup

= Iaz = ∅, we an dedue

that the attaks (z, a1) and (an, z) are new attaks generated by the support (z, a), whereas (due to

Proposition 6) the other attaks in the yle belong to R
att

; moreover the attak (z, a1) an appear

only if there exists x s.t. z supports x and xR
att

a1; similarly the attak (an, z) an appear only if

there exists y s.t. z supports y and anRatt

y; knowing that there is only one support added to BAS,

x = y = a; so there exists in BAS a sequene aR
att

a1Ratt

. . .R
att

anRatt

a; this means that a belongs

to a yle of attaks in BAS and that is in ontradition with the assumption.

✷

Conseq.2: The hange ⊕z
(∅,{(a,z)}) is only either -expansive, or c1e−1ne, or -onservative.

In the last ase, the only possibility is E = E
′ = ∅. ✷

Proof of Conseq.2: Following Proposition 7 and the de�nitions of hange properties, if there exists

at least one extension before the hange, it is obvious that the hange is -expansive or c1e−1ne (sine

at eah extension E of BAS orresponds an extension of BAS

′
that strily ontains E). And, following

Proposition 7, if there is no extension before the hange (this is possible only with stable semantis) then

there is also no extension after the hange (-onservative hange). ✷

Prop.9: Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 s.t. R
sup

= ∅. Let ⊕z
(Ia,Is) be a hange operation

de�ned on BAS with Iaz = ∅ and Isz = {(z, a)} and produing BAS

′
. Let E be a stable

extension of AS:

• if a 6∈ E then E is a stable extension of AS

BAS

′
;
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• if a ∈ E then E ∪ {z} is a stable extension of AS

BAS

′
.

✷

Proof of Prop.9: Let E be a stable extension. E stable in AS means that E is on�itfree in AS and E
attaks A \ E .
• Consider the ase when a 6∈ E . As E is on�itfree in AS, due to Proposition 5, E remains on�itfree

in AS

BAS

′
. Then a is attaked by an argument x of E . Following Proposition 3, z is also attaked by

x in AS

BAS

′
and so E attaks A ∪ {z} \ E ; that implies that E is a stable extension of AS

BAS

′
.

• Consider the ase when a ∈ E . E ∪ {z} attaks A \ (E ∪ {z}). We show by redutio ad absurdum

that E ∪ {z} is on�itfree; we assume that there is an argument x ∈ E suh that either x attaks z, or

z attaks x; in the �rst ase, following De�nition 7, there exists in AS an attak from x to a, so E is

not on�itfree; and in the seond ase, one again following De�nition 7, there exists in AS an attak

from a to x, so E is not on�itfree; in eah ase, there is a ontradition. Thus E ∪ {z} is on�itfree

in AS

BAS

′
and it is a stable extension of AS

BAS

′
.

✷

Prop.10: Let BAS = 〈A,R
att

,R
sup

〉 s.t. R
sup

= ∅. Let s be a semantis belonging to

{grounded, preferred, stable}. Let ⊕z
(Ia,Is) be a hange operation de�ned on BAS with

Iaz = ∅ and Isz = {(z, a)} and produing BAS

′
.

∀E extension of AS under s, ∃E ′
an extension of AS

BAS

′
under s s.t. E ⊆ E ′

. ✷

Proof of Prop.10:

• Grounded semantis F (resp. F ′
) denotes the harateristi funtion of AS (resp. AS

BAS

′
). Let

prove by indution on i ≥ 1 that ∀i ≥ 1, F i(∅) ⊆ F ′i(∅).
The ase i = 1 is trivial, following Proposition 5.

Assume that F i(∅) ⊆ F ′i(∅). Take S = F i(∅). From Proposition 5, F(S) ⊆ F ′(S). So F i+1(∅) ⊆
F ′(F i(∅)). As F ′

is monotoni and using the indutive assumption, we haveF ′(F i(∅)) ⊆ F ′(F ′i(∅)) =
F ′i+1(∅).
So ∀i ≥ 1, F i(∅) ⊆ F ′i(∅). Hene, E ⊆ E ′

.

• Preferred semantis It is su�ient to show that eah preferred extension E of AS is admissible in

AS

BAS

′
. Let E be a preferred extension of AS. E is on�itfree in AS and so it is also on�itfree in

AS

BAS

′
(f Proposition 5). Assume that y ∈ E is attaked by x in AS

BAS

′
. Two ases are possible:

either x ∈ A or x = z.

If x ∈ A, the attak (x, y) is already in AS and sine E is admissible in AS there exists e ∈ E s.t. e

attaks x in AS. So e defends y in AS

BAS

′
.

If x = z, then the attak (z, y) in AS

BAS

′
is generated using the attak (a, y) in AS and the support

(z, a). Sine E is admissible, there exists e ∈ E s.t. e attaks a in AS and, following Proposition 3, e

defends y against x = z in AS

BAS

′
.

In eah ase, E defends y against x in AS

BAS

′
. Thus E is admissible in AS

BAS

′
and so inluded in a

preferred extension of AS

BAS

′
.

• Stable semantis Trivially follows Proposition 9

✷

Conseq.3: The hange ⊕z
(∅,{(z,a)}) annot be restritive, nor -narrowing, nor -altering,

nor c1ne−1e. ✷

Proof of Conseq.3: It is obvious following Proposition 10 sine eah extension of BAS is always inluded
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in an extension of BAS

′
(so the hange annot be -narrowing, nor -altering). Moreover, the number of

extensions annot be dereased (so the hange annot be restritive) and an empty extension annot be

appeared (so the hange annot be c1ne−1e). ✷
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